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Kurzfassung 
 
 
Informations Technologie ist ein integraler Bestandteil in unserer Gesellschaft. Mit dem 

Aufkommen der neuen Technologie, im speziellen dem Internet, kommt auch eine neue Art 

von Kriminalität. Diese wird auch als „Cyber Crime“ bezeichnet. In einer bestimmten Art von 

Cyber Crime spielt das erfolgreiche Manipulieren, bzw. das "Social Engineering" eine 

wichtige Rolle.  

Um nun solche Social Engineering Angriffe abzuwehren, enthält diese Magisterarbeit ein 

universelles Schulungskonzept. Dieses Schulungskonzept basiert auf drei Hauptsäulen: Der 

Analyse von psychologischen Faktoren, den Cyber Crime Aspekten und der Analyse der 

Didaktik. 

Im Kapitel um die Cyber Crime Aspekte wird die Notwendigkeit eines solchen 

Schulungskonzeptes verdeutlicht, weiters werden aktuelle Statistiken präsentiert, welche die 

Dimension des Problems zeigen. Unter dem Kapitel der Analyse der psychologischen 

Faktoren werden sogenannte Duale Informationsprozess Modelle verwendet, um die 

geistigen Abläufe darzustellen, welche bei einer Manipulation beteiligt sind. Weiters werden 

in diesem Punkt konkrete Beispiele gebracht, die zeigen wie die verschieden 

Manipulationstechniken im Cyber Crime Kontext Verwendung finden. Im Teil der Analyse der 

Didaktik, wird die Sinnhaftigkeit des Instructional System Design (ISD), bzw. Analysis, 

Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE) als Ansatz zur 

Schulungskonzeptentwicklung diskutiert. 

Die Ergebnisse aller drei Analysen münden in das Schulungskonzept, welches drei 

Schlüsselelemente zur Prävention von Social Engineering Angriffen vermitteln soll. Diese 

Schlüsselelemente sind: Sensibilisierung für „Schlüsselreize“ die Manipulation ermöglichen, 

Höhere Motivation die Information sorgfältiger zu Verarbeiten, sowie eine Erhöhung der 

Fähigkeit zur Informationsverarbeitung. 

Um dieses Schulungskonzept nun zu verbildlichen und um Beispiele für die 

Schüsselelemente zu geben, wird das Schulungskonzept bei einer fiktiven Firma 

angewendet. Diese Firma arbeitet im Bereich des Biomedical Engineering. 
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Abstract 
 
Information Technology has an integral part in our modern society. With the emerging of the 

new technology, especially the Internet, comes a new type of crime. This new type of crime 

is referred as Cyber Crime. In certain types of Cyber Crime, the successful manipulation, 

respectively “Social Engineering” of people plays an important role.  

In order to prevent Social Engineering attacks this master theses contains an universal 

trainings concept. The trainings concept is based on three main pillars: The Analyses of the 

Psychological Factors, The Cyber Crime Aspects and The Analysis of the Didactics.  

The Cyber Crime Aspects chapter reveals the need for such training concept and show the 

dimension of the issue in statistics. In the Analyses of the Psychological Factors part, dual 

processing information models are used to represent the mental processes involved in the 

manipulation. Furthermore it shows how the different manipulation techniques are used in 

the context of Cyber Crime. In the Analysis of the Didactics it is discussed how the 

Instructional System Design (ISD), respectively the Analysis, Design, Development, 

Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE) training development approach fits to the 

requirements of the trainings concept. 

The output of all three analytical steps are resulting in the trainings concept, that consists of 

three key elements to prevent Social Engineering attacks. These key elements are: 

awareness about “Simple Cues”, higher motivation to process information more carefully as 

well as a greater ability to process information.  

In order to make the trainings concept more visual and to give examples for the key elements 

(training methods), the concept is applied on a fictive company. This company works in the 

field of Biomedical Engineering.  
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Glossary 
 
ADDIE  Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation 

are steps to develop a training 

AHTCC   The Australian High Tech Crime Centre is a governmental 

organization that works in the field of Cyber Crime prevention 

Central route   Central information processing route in the ELM model. 

Cross Site Scripting  Cross-site scripting (XSS or CSS) is a Web based attack used 

to gain access to private information by delivering malicious 

code to end-users via trusted Web sites. 

Cyber Crime   Crime in which IT is the enabler or the target. 

EAT  Education, Awareness and Training is an IT Security Training 

methodology 

ELM   Elaboration-Likelihood Model is a psychological model of 

information processing 

ENISA  European Network and Information Security Agency is an non 

governmental organizations that works in the field of IT Security 

research. 

FTC   Federal Trade Commission and in USA governmental 

organization that controls trade. 

HSM   Heuristic-Symantec Model is a psychological model of 

information processing 

IC3   Internet Crime Complaint Center is an non governmental 

organization the collects data about internet based crime. 

Identity Theft   Identity Theft is theft of some others identity to commit illegal 

activities 

Information Gathering This is the fist step in an Social Engineering attack and its 

purpose is to collect as much information as possible about the 

victim. 

Instructional Plan  The Instruction plan is part of the training development process 

to group the lessons.  

ISD   The Instructional System Design is a training development 

methodology 

LIST  Legitimacy, Importance, Source and Timing can be abbreviated 

with the LIST 

Malware   Also referred as malicious software a term that includes 

computer Viruses, Trojans and Spyware.
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NIST   National Institute for Standards in Technology is an USA 

governmental organizations that works in the field of standards. 

Peripheral Route  Peripheral information processing route in the ELM model. 

Phishing  Phishing is a technique where Internet fraudsters send spam or 

pop-up messages to lure personal and financial information 

from unsuspecting victims.  

RAT   Remote Access Trojan is a program that provides access to a 

PC from remote and without the knowledge of the legitimate 

user. 

Simple Cues   Psychological term that relates to triggering events. 

Spam    Spam is unsolicited e-mail. 

Spyware  Any software that covertly gathers user information through the 

user's internet connection without his our her knowledge 

TEAM   Training, education, awareness and motivation is an IT Security 

Training methodology 

Trojan  Trojan or Trojan horse is a computer program that is apparently 

or actually useful and contains a backdoor or unexpected code. 

Virus  A type of malicious software that can destroy the computer's 

hard drive, files, and programs in memory, and that replicates 

itself to other disks. 
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1. Introduction: Scope of the Problem 

 

Information Technology (IT) is an integral part of our society. IT is essential for economics, 

health care and public infrastructure. People are much more exposed to IT then it was in the 

past.  

Given the fact, that the Internet allows people to act globally, with hardly any restrictions in 

terms of countries or local legislation and to be almost anonymous when doing so, the 

internet and its connected IT Systems are also a facilitator for a new kind of criminal 

activities. These criminal activities in combination IT are called Cyber Crime. The following 

chapter gives an overview on the different aspects and facets of Cyber Crime. It shows the 

criminal activities carried out with the successful manipulation of the people. Granger [2001] 

says the “Weakest Link” in the IT security chain are the people.   

 

1.1. Cyber Crime Aspects 

 

The Australian High Tech Crime Centre [AHTCC, 2009] defines basically two different modes 

of Cyber Crime. The first is where the target is the person and IT is the carrier or enabler for 

traditional criminal activities. In the second case crime is committed directly against 

computers and computer systems and the person is the originator. 

 

The criminal activities are basically the same as in traditional crime [RUSCH, 1999]. But in 

comparison to non IT based crime it is much more global and difficult to tackle. 

 

A good example of a traditional criminal activity that depends on the manipulation of people 

with the help of IT in order to commit the crime is the so called “Mule Recruitment”. 

 

 

“'Mule Recruitment' is an attempt to get a person to receive stolen funds 

using his or her bank account, and then transfer those funds to criminals 

overseas.”  
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“The new methodology expands on existing money laundering scams; 

criminals advertise jobs on popular employment or job-seeking websites, 

online in chat rooms or through unsolicited employment emails.”  

[AHTCC, 2009]  

 

 

“Mule Recruitment” is just one example but it shows the involvement of the human factor and 

how manipulation techniques can be carried out via IT, in order that people are committing 

cyber crime. 

 

The Figure 1.1 below displays the four consecutive steps of a “Mule Recruitment” crime. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1.: Process of “Mule Recruitment” [AHTCC, 2009] 
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The first step of the “Mule Recruitment” process can be summarized with the term of 

communication. The victim is approached by web sites, spam mails, chat rooms and all kind 

of advertisements. The methods of communication are not limited to the four mentioned. The 

goal in this step is always to get the victim to get in contact with the fraudster. 

 

 

In the second step the fraudster tries to manipulate the victim to work for their company, but 

this company is a not real. 

 

Once the victim is recruited and the bank account information is known to the fraudster, the 

money transfer is initiated. The funds could be stolen or black money from other criminal 

activities. In this third step the actual crime is committed. 

 

Once the victim has “laundered” the illegal funds, the fraudster asks the victim to transfer the 

money to an oversees bank account. This is done in most cases via wire transfer minus a 

commission charge for the victim. 

 

The important success factors are the communication and the manipulation, both based on 

IT to attract and convince the victim. 

 

An aspect of Cyber Crime  that uses the person as enabler for crime against IT matches with 

the definition of Social Engineering.  

 

 

"Social engineers use many different tactics to persuade and influence 

others in order to achieve their goal of gaining unauthorized access to 

systems or information in order to commit fraud, network intrusion, 

industrial espionage, identity theft, or simply to disrupt the system or 

network.” [Granger, 2001] 

 

 

Figure 1.2 explains how “Social Engineering” works and how the human factor comes into 

play.  
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Figure 1.2.: “Social Engineering” attack process [Malcom, 2007] 

 

In the Social Engineering attack process, the first step is to gather as much information about 

the victim as possible. This quality and quantity of information is important for the success of 

the other steps. There are several sources of that can be used to gather information such as 

Search Engines or pubic web sites. Search engines can provide a lot of information about a 

network of a company. Search engines collecting information with programs called web bots. 

These web bots are  feeding the database of the search engine. For an attacker who wants 

to carry use SE relevant information might be: 
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• Employee contact details and information 

• Organizational Charts 

• Email addresses 

• Telephone numbers 

• Physical locations  

• Details of internal and external IT systems 

• Documents that reside on public accessible servers  

 

An other source of information gathering that used in the context of SE is the so called 

“dumpster diving” practice.  

 

“Dumpster diving is an act of digging through the refuse, remains, or 

leftovers from an organization or operation in order to discover or infer 

information about the organization.” [Stewart et. Al., 2008] 

 

 

The second step is called “Developing Relationship” and it consists of establishing a trust 

relation ship with the victim. Different psychological techniques are carried out to do so. 

These techniques are described in the chapter “Analysis of Psychological Aspects”. 

 

Once the relationship of trust is established, the manipulation takes place. The target of the 

attack could be sensitive data or access rights or any other valuable information. This is 

actually the step in which the cyber crime is committed. 

 

The last step “Execution” is carried out in the dependence of the kind of result from the 

manipulation. This could also lead into the new information gathering and a restart of the 

process.  

 
The success of the Social Engineering attack is depending on the success of the 

manipulation of the individual.  

 

Note from the Author: 

A lot has been written about Social Engineering but in the opinion of the Author the topic of 

this master thesis should be written from the Cyber Crime perspective where Social 

Engineering is just a part of.   
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The following statistics assisting to undermine the dimension of quantify the problem of 

Cyber Crime.  

 

The Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3)1 a project awarded by the Bureau of Justice 

Assistance of the United States of America provides an easy to use reporting platform  for 

victims of Cyber Crime. Furthermore the Internet Crime Complaint Center produces a yearly 

report, which reflects the Cyber Crime activities in the United States. 

 

The Figure 1.3 shows the financial dimension of Cyber Crime. The loss of million dollars per 

year is increasing over the time. It is important to understand, that this report reflects Cyber 

Crime activities reported by people in the Unites States. Furthermore the report does not 

include any incidences reported from enterprises or companies.  
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Figure 1.3.: Financial Aspect of Cyber Crime [IC3, 2008] 

 
 
The Figure 1.4 shows the different types of Cyber Crime in percentages, that have been 

reported and actually causing the financial loss.  

 

                                                
 
1
 IC3, Internet Crime Complaint Centre – internet crime registration platform, http://www.ic3.gov/ (accessed 

December 30, 2009) 
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Figure 1.4.: Cyber Crime types [IC3, 2008] 

 
 
The fact is that most reported complains are “Non-delivery” and “Auction Fraud”. Going 

further into details and examining the top reported crime types, it shows clearly, that these 

crime types are very much linked with manipulation of people. 

 

The IC3 classifies internet crime into fraud types. “Non-delivery” and “Auction Fraud” are 

both categorized as confidence fraud [IC3, 2008]. 

The definition of confidence fraud from the IC3 is: 

 

“The reliance on another’s discretion and/or a breach in a relationship of 

trust resulting in financial loss. A knowing misrepresentation of the truth or 

concealment of a material fact to induce another to act to his or her 

detriment” [IC3, 2008] 

 

In this crime a trust relation ship is exploited which involves the “human factor”. For example, 

the merchant had to appear trust worthy enough to pay in advance. There are similarities 

between such confidence crime and the “Social Engineering” attack from a hacker. Where as 

the hackers goal is normally not money, the successful manipulation of people is essential 

for both in order to be successful. 
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Note from the Author:  

The nature of Cyber Crime activities, that include the human part are not always tangible in 

statistics. This makes it difficult to receive correct numbers.  

 

The manipulation of people is very often used to commit another facet of Cyber Crime, the 

Identity Theft. Below the definition on Identity Theft and its emerging nature in combination 

with the internet. 

 

“An emergent issue in society, identity theft is the series of tasks involving 

the theft of one’s personal information, such as your name, credit card 

number, or social security number which in turn is utilized for illegal 

activity. It is the fastest growing crime in America and it is estimated by the 

FTC2, that approximately 9 million individuals get their identities stolen 

each year. With more frequent online use, identity theft abuse is expected 

to grow and impact individuals of all ages.” [WEB3, 2009] 

 

 

To give an example of the dimension of Identity Theft the following statement from the 

Identity Theft Daily web site3 can bring some light into the shade. 

 

 

 

“Federal prosecutors in Newark, N.J., allege that an international identity 

theft ring used social engineering and other techniques to steal more than 

$2.5 million from home equity lines of credit.(...)  

The defendants allegedly posed as the customers to trick bank, credit 

union and credit card company employees into revealing information and 

changing the mailing address on the accounts.” [ITD, 2009] 

 

 

 

 

                                                
 
2
 Federal Trade Commission, US department of trade web site, http://www.ftc.gov/ (accessed December 30, 

2009) 
3
 Identity Theft Daily, web site that provides information on Identity Theft cases for law enforcement and legal 

institutions ,www.identitytheftdaily.com/ (accessed December 30, 2009) 
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1.2. Conclusion  

 
This master thesis has its focus on the vulnerability of humans to manipulation in the context 

of Information Technologies. This is also referred as Social Engineering. In which the 

manipulation of the person is the key element to assist or commit illegal activities. This crime 

may be committed by the victim conscious or not conscious.  

The term illegal includes breaches against national or international laws or private industry 

rules and regulations (e.g. company wide IT Security policy).  

Comprehensive analysis of psychological factors results into a training concept. This training 

concept is the foundation to deliver trainings to prevent the manipulation.  

Figure 1.5 below shows the three main pillars of the trainings concept to prevent SE attacks. 

Each pillar has its own chapter in this thesis.  

 

Figure 1.5.: Three main pillars building up the trainings concept 
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2. Analysis of Psychological Aspects 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 
Knowing the anatomy of Cyber Crimes involving the manipulation of people, some questions 

have to be answered. Most of all, the question, why people are vulnerable to manipulation 

has to discussed into detail. Such details including, the types of manipulation approaches 

and what “thinking processes” are involved.  

The answers are found in the disciplines of Psychology, especially Social Psychology. This 

will help, to build the foundation before developing a trainings concept. 

 

A good information processing theory on persuasion that has been recently used in 

conjunction with the electronic media is the Elaboration-Likelihood Model (ELM) [Petty & 

Cacioppo, 1986]. 

  

The ELM and the Heuristic-Symantec Model (HSM) [Chaiken, 1980] are trying to explain the 

psychological mechanism behind persuasion. These dual process information theories are 

showing the factors involved that makes a persuasion respectively, a manipulation 

communication, successful.  

 

The following chapter sets these theories into the context of Social Engineering. Furthermore 

other perspectives on the psychological field that could be relevant for the topic of this 

Master thesis are discussed. 

 

Note from the Author:  

On the research of the primary literature on Social Engineering, the psychological aspects 

are not discussed on a level, which would provide enough substance, to build a trainings 

concept upon.  
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2.2. Information Process 

As described under “Cyber Crime Aspects” in the chapter before anatomy of a successful SE 

attack in the context of Cyber Crime depends on the successful manipulative communication. 

The Buehler [1934] model (Figure 2.1) shows all relevant factors involved during the 

communication. These parts are the sender, the recipient and the message about a certain 

object. The sender wants to change the attitude of the recipient in regards to the object. This 

change depends on all factors and their interrelation. Later in this chapter examples about 

SE attacks show how the different interrelations, lines with arrows in Figure 2.1, are working. 

For example how a fake email sender address has influence on the recipients perception 

about the message and the object respectively content of the email. 

 

The attitude change on the receiver side does not depend on the objective attributes of the 

factors but how it’s being perceived. [Herkner, 2001]  

 

SENDER MESSAGE RECIPIENT

OBJECT

 
 

Figure 2.1.: Communication factors [Herkner, 2001] 
 
 
 
The next step is to examine the processes involved on the recipient side on how the 

perception is reached. A dual information process model that has been used in context of 

persuasion and electronic media is the ELM [Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Caldini, 1993]. The 

ELM model tries to explain the psychological processes on the recipient side that are 

involved in an attitude change. 
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The Figure 2.2 shows the ELM from Petty and Cacioppo. The central idea is the assumption 

that a change of attitude can be reached via the two routes. The left route is the so called 

central route and the route on the right side is the peripheral route.  

 

 
Figure 2.2.: Elaboration-Likelihood Model [Petty & Cacioppo, 1986] 
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The central route explains the change of attitude based on carefully weighted cognitive 

processing of the offered information. The person taking the central route pays ultimate 

attention to the information before changing the attitude.  

 

The peripheral route means less cognitive effort for the person. It is based on assumptions 

and relying on simple cues in the persuasive situation. 

 

If a person takes the central or the peripheral route depends on motivation and the ability of 

processing the information. If the motivation is high and the ability to process is high, the 

central route is taken. Whereas if the ability and/or the motivation is low, the peripheral route 

is likely to be taken. [Petty & Cacioppo, 1986]  

 

The motivation of the recipient to take the central route depends primarily on tree factors: 

[Bongard, 2002] 

 

1. Involvement of the recipient 

It means the Outcome relevant involvement is either high or low. The outcome relevant 

involvement is a factor that describes how important the outcome of the messages to the 

individual is. If the outcome relevance is high the central route is likely to be taken and if it is 

low the peripheral route is preferred. [Slater, 1997] 

 

Example: The IT database administrator receives a request for a new user account. This 

account would have very high system privileges. The database administrator is concerned 

about the integrity of the database especially, as he would be personally fully held 

accountable for any misuse. That would fulfill the need of personal importance and the 

database administrator is very likely to process the request on the central route respectively 

very carefully.  

 

2. Number of information sources 

If the same information has multiple sources the arguments are gaining trustworthiness.  

 

Example: If an employee receives one email from a not trusted source, with the request of 

information, then it is less likely processed. But if the employ receives an email, a fax and, a 

phone call, with the same content but from different sources, it is more likely that the request 

will be processed. 
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3. Cogitation need of the person  

This factor involves the individual nature of each person in regards to their motivation to 

process the information on the central route of the ELM.  

 

“Some individuals generally take greater pleasure in thinking than others 

and thus these individuals tend to engage in effortful thought because of 

its intrinsic enjoyment, without regard to the importance of the issue or the 

need to be correct.“ [Petty & Wegener, 1999] 

 

Next to the motivation of the individual to process the information on the central route, the 

ability to do so, plays also an important role. The ability to process the information on the 

central route depends primarily on two factors: 

 

1. Distraction in the situation  

The degree of distraction has a direct influence on the ability to elaborate the information. 

[O’Keefe 2002] 

 

Example: If the recipient works on the computer while someone is working with a very loud 

drilling machine the recipient might be just able to process the information less intensively 

(low level of involvement).  

 

2. Prior Knowledge 

 If the recipient has in good knowledge of the topic in the information it is more likely that he 

will process it more intensive (high involvement). [O’Keefe 2002] 

 

Example: A police officer specialized in Cyber Crime is less likely to be a victim of a Social 

Engineering attack.  

 

When it comes to Social Engineering the attacker tries to convince the victim on the 

peripheral route. This has the greater chance of success as it is based on the following facts: 

 

”When the elaboration likelihood is low, people follow the peripheral route 

to persuasion. Under this second route, attitudes are influenced by 

relatively simple cues in the persuasion context [...] “ 

[Petty & Cacioppo 1986] 
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The opinion reached via the central route is more likely to have a correlation with the attitude 

changes. The experiments of Wilson and Dunn [1986] have shown, that the correlation 

between attitude and opinion is kept, if the person thinks about the reason about the opinion. 

The thinking about the opinion itself could lead to a change of the attitude. 

 

 

The HSM from Chaiken [1980] has similarities to the ELM. Like the ELM the HSM predicts 

that comprehensive information processing is done, if the motivation and the ability is high. 

Unlike the ELM, Chaiken focuses on the peripheral route of information processing. This 

route is taken based on simple cues. Some of these simple cues are: 

 

� Experts are trustworthy 

� Likeable people are trustworthy 

� More arguments are better arguments 

� Longer messages are more powerful 

 

Chaiken introduces, next to motivation and ability, a third factor, salience and vividness. 

To use a simple cue, the memory has to be activated. This is more likely; if the simple cue is 

has more salience and vividness. [Chaiken & Eagly 1983] 

 

2.3. Peripheral Route – Simple Cues 

 
There are many types of peripheral cues. In terms of Social Engineering, Caldini [1993, 

1994] identified six common cues that signal the use of a peripheral message: authority, 

commitment and consistency, liking, reciprocity, scarcity and social proof. 

 

The following chapter will explain these simple cues and how they are used in Social 

Engineering attacks in the context of Cyber Crime. 

 

Note from the author: In the opinion of the author “simple cues” are not just limited to the six 

mentioned by Caldini but these have been proven by experiments and respected by the 

scientific society. 
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2.3.1. Authority 

 
The idea behind is to hide the manipulative request into a authority vehicle. As authority has 

a strong persuading influence on people.  

 
 

“People have a tendency to comply when a request is made by a person 

in authority. A person can be convinced to comply with a request if he or 

she believes the requestor is a person in authority or a person who is 

authorized to make such a request.” [Mitnick, 2002] 

 

The attacker using the power of authority can directly approach the victim by email or 

telephone to retrieve information or trigger a certain action.  

 

To use this kind of persuasion technique the attacker needs a lot of information about the 

victim before hand. Such information would be for instance the position of the person in the 

company in regards to who the person reports to and/or who is gives this person usually 

directions.  The process is also called Information Gathering and includes various ways to 

retrieve the information (e.g. Dumpster diving, search engines …).   

 

This technique also includes abuse of signs of authority such as cloths, titles and trappings 

[Caldini, 1984] these would also fulfill the salience and vividness requirement from Chaiken. 

 

People are likely to obey to authority, as the person takes over the responsibility. The 

Milgram experiment has shown that clearly.   

 

Example: 

In this example, a forged fax is used to show the technique of authority in the context of 

Social Engineering. The fax has been composed to trick a clerk in the finance department.  

 

The Figure 2.3 below shows that fist page of the fax. It uses the element of authority in the 

sense that the Chief Executive Officer gives the finance clerk the instruction to fulfill the 

request of the Finance Ministry.  Another important element is that urgent nature of the 

request. Creating pressure, respectively stressing the urgent nature, is sometimes a good 

amplifier for persuasion.  
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Dear Mr. Finance Clerk …,

I am in a very important meeting in the hotel EXWZ and not reachable the rest of 

the day. 

Please take care of the fax from the Ministry of Finance. It is very important, that 

you fulfill their request with priority

Thanks a lot and kind regards

Mr. Soandso, Chief Executive Officer  

 

Figure 2.3.: The first page of a forged fax 

 

The next Figure 2.4 shows the second page of the fax sent by criminal to the finance 

department. 
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From: The Ministry of Finance

Some street

10101 Somewhere

To: Company XYZ

Director Finance Department

Subject: Urgent Request for information

Mr. CEO,

Please provide us the missing information about all your foreign accounts as soon as 

possible.  

For that urgent matter please use our direct FAX line: +43 234234234

Kind regards

Max Muster 

Vienna 28.10.2009

 

Figure 2.4.: The Second page of a forged fax4 

 

The second page of the fax is made up in a way that it looks very professional, to support the 

idea of salience and vividness, in order to bring the person on the peripheral route. That is 

done by using the symbol of the Finance Department. Furthermore it has more details to 

support the proof of authority with the picture of the signature.  Sometime fake authorities 

can go along with Identity Theft.  

 

                                                
 
4
 Logo from Austrian Ministry of Finance, www.bmf.gv.at (accessed December 29, 2009) 
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If someone from the finance department receives such a fax and it seems to come from the 

chief executive officer asking for help, it is very likely, that the instructions will be followed 

resulting into leakage of sensitive account information.  

 

This example shows only how to retrieve sensitive information about accounts but it is not 

limited in any way. Other possibilities would be an order of goods or money transfer.  

The criminals are hidden with the possibilities that modern IT technologies can offer e.g. fake 

fax caller identifier.  

 

 

2.3.2. Commitment and Consistency 

 
People have the strong need to be consistent with what they have already done. This 

justifies our earlier decisions. The behavior to be consistent is strong enough to be 

automatically consistent, even thou it does not make any sense. This persuading technique’s 

enabler is commitment.  

 

"If I can get you to make a commitment (that is, to take a stand, to go on 

record), I will have set the stage for your automatic and ill-considered 

consistency with that earlier commitment. Once a stand is taken, there is 

a natural tendency to behave in ways that are stubbornly consistent with 

the stand," [Caldini, 1984] 

 

Example:  

The criminal contacts a new employee to inform him of the agreement to abide by certain 

security policies and procedures as a condition of being allowed to use company IT systems. 

After the criminal has explained a few security practices it asks the user for the password in 

order to verify compliance with the IT security policy. After the user has revealed the 

password, the criminal makes a strong recommendation to construct future passwords in 

such a way that the criminal will be able to guess it. The victim complies because of her prior 

agreement to abide by company policies and her assumption that the caller is merely 

verifying her compliance. [Mitnick, 2002] 
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2.3.3. Liking 

People have the tendency to agree and trust others, if they are known and likeable. This 

goes along with the statement from Chaiken [1980], that likeable people are trustworthy.  

The way to persuade others with linking could be achieved by:  

 

• people who are physically attractive 

• people who are similar to us 

• people who give us compliments 

• people who are familiar to us 

• or familiar to people whom we cooperate 

• people with whom the associations are positive 

 

All these could be abused to persuade a person. Often it is not only the factor linking that 

counts but in combination with other persuading tactics it is very powerful. 

 

Example: 

Very often this technique is used by computer viruses spreading via email. The Figure 2.5 

shows the so called “Love letter virus”. This computer virus spreads by with a very tricky 

distribution method.  

It uses the local address book to mail replicates from itself to others. In this case the user 

knows most likely the senders address and trusts the content more likely.  

Furthermore by pretending to contain a love letter the users might be more motivated to open 

the mail.  

 

 

Figure 2.5.: Picture of the “love letter Virus” [WEB 4, 2009] 
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Another field where this SE attack technique is used is the so called “Social Network”.  

Social Networks are internet based web platforms where people keep contact with each 

other and exchange information. In most of this Social Networks people have to 

acknowledge and identify their “friends”. These friends are trusted and if people get an action 

request from a friend, as this someone they know, it is most likely that it will be processed. 

The Figure 2.6 below shows how such attack would work on the Social Network platform 

Facebook5. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6.: SE attack on Social Networks [Chai, 2009] 

 

In this case Bob receives link from a friend and if he follows the link a computer malware 

program is downloaded to his PC. 

                                                
 
5
 www.facebook.org 
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2.3.4. Reciprocity 

The simple cue reciprocity works with gifts or even with the promise of value that lead us on 

to the process the information on the peripheral router in the context of the ELM. Kevin 

Mitnick [2002] describes how reciprocity is used as SE attack technique: 

 

 

“We may automatically comply with a request when we have been given 

or promised something of value. The gift may be a material item, or 

advice, or help. When someone has done something for you, you feel an 

inclination to reciprocate. This strong tendency to reciprocate exists even 

in situations where the person receiving the gift hasn't asked for it. One of 

the most effective ways to influence people to do us a "favor" (comply with 

a request) is by giving some gift or assistance that forms an underlying 

obligation.” [Mitnick, 2002] 

 
 
An example (Figure 1.1) showing how reciprocity works is the “Mule Recruitment” explained 

under the chapter “Cyber Crime Aspects”. The victim has the promise to get some money if 

he/she provides their back account information for the wire transfer. By doing so the victim 

plays a part in the international money laundering mafia. 

 

Another example of an SE attack with the element of reciprocity is showing in Figure 2.7 of a 

phishing mail. 
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Figure 2.7.: Phishing email [411a, 2009] 

 

The email in Figure 2.7 requests action from the user and click a link. After the user has 

clicked the link it will be redirected to a fake web site, that has been made up to steal the 

users personal data respectably, commit the crime Identify Theft. 

 

2.3.5. Scarcity 

Scarcity works with our feelings of value if things are rare. In fact opportunities are more 

valuable to us if they are limited available. According to Cialdini [1984] things difficult to 

possess seem to be typically better than those that are easy to possess. 

 

An example matching the use of scarcity is the Cyber Crime “auction fraud”. In this case the 

seller of a good makes the buyer believe, that there are only a few left. In combination with 

time pressure, buyer is more likely to buy the good without checking the credibility of the 

seller. 

 

But this method works also in combination with fake online surveys (Figure 2.8). Such a 

survey could ask the user via pop-up window, email or chat to participate in a survey to 

improve the security of a web site. The fist 100 participants are going to get a free gift. If the 

user follows the link  then a malware program is downloaded and installed on the PC. 
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Figure 2.8.: Fake survey from Kmart [411c, 2009] 

2.3.6.  Social proof 

The principle of a “Social proof” simple cue is: one means people use to determine what is 

correct is to find out what other people think is correct [Cialdini, 1984]. This is even truer if 

the people have similarities among each other. Say they are working in the same 

department.   

 

To illustrate the concept of the simple cue “Social Proof”, Cialdini has cited the infamous New 

York murder of Catherine Genovese in which 38 "respectable, law-abiding citizens" watched 

the killer stalk and stab her. In this case psychologists believe no one took action because 

(..) 
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"(…) everyone else observing the event is likely to be looking for social 

evidence, too. And because we all prefer to appear poised and unflustered 

among others, we are likely to search for that evidence placidly, with brief 

camouflaged glances at those around us. Therefore, everyone is likely to 

see everyone else looking unruffled and failing to act. As a result... the 

event will be roundly interpreted as a non-emergency." [Cialini, 1984] 

 

 

An example from Mitnick shows how the “Social proof” tactic is used in a SE attack: 

 
“ The caller says he is conducting a survey and names other people in the 

department who he claims have already cooperated with him. The victim, 

believing that cooperation by others validates the authenticity of the 

request, agrees to take part. The caller then asks a series of questions, 

among which are questions that draw the victim into revealing his 

computer username and password.” [Mitnick, 2002]  

 
 

2.3.7. Fear 

 
The correlation between fear and change of attitude and/or beliefs are proven by the 

experiments of Janis and Feshbach [1953, 1954]. Both had the assumption that a certain 

level of fear can change believes of a person. In their experiment they have shown, the risks 

of insufficient dental hygiene to create fear. The experiment used three different levels of 

fear: low, medium and strong. The group under the low fear had the greatest likelihood of 

believe change.  

 

Other experiments have shown that too much fear does not facilitate the change of believes. 

But this theory lacks fundamental data and more variables have to be taken into 

consideration. [Herkner, 2001] 

 

The fact is, that some manipulation techniques using fear to change beliefs and attitude of 

the victim. There are many aspects of fear and how it is used in the two modes of Cyber 

Crime.  

The fist example explains how fear is used if the target is the human and IT the enabler. The 

second shows the mode if IT is the target and the human is the enabler. 
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Example 1: Figure 2.9 shows an email pretending to be send from the Bank of America. In 

this email it is written, that the account will be deactivated if the customer does not provide 

certain private information. In this case the user follows a bogus link and then his private 

information will be stolen and that could result in a financial loss.  

 

 

Figure 2.9.: Fake mail from Bank of America [411c, 2009] 
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Example 2: Figure 2.10 below shows a Pop-up window that scares the user that the system 

is infected with Spyware and Trojan programs. If the persons clicks on “Erase infected” a 

malware program is installing.  

 

 

Figure 2.10.: Fake Virus Removal [411b, 2009] 

 

 

 

Note from the Author: 

Gragg [2002] has given another three factors on the psychological aspect of Social 

Engineering: Strong Emotion, Stress and overloading. But they are not reflected in any social 

psychological literature or proven by experiments. Whereas fear is proven to be important to 

change beliefs and attitude.  
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3. Analysis of Didactics 

 

3.1. Background 

 

In order to develop a trainings concept, it is important to select an appropriate didactical 

methodology. This didactical methodology has to be efficient and effective at transferring the 

knowledge. Based on this criteria, the Instructional System Design is a good candidate to 

serve as basic methodology to develop the training concept against Social Engineering 

attacks in the context of Cyber Crime. 

 

3.2. Instructional System Design 

 

Leshin et al. [1992] labeled instructional design as instructional system development (ISD), in 

which an individual completes an ordered set of activities in order to develop instructional 

systems.  

 

The ADDIE model is a synonym to ISD referring the major processes that compromises the 

ISD: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE). 

 

“The ADDIE model is a generic, systematic approach to the instructional 

design process, which provides instructional designers with a framework 

in order to make sure that their instructional products are effective and 

that their creative processes are as efficient as they can possibly be.” 

[Dick et al., 2001] 

 

One reason to select the ADDIE model approach is that this kind of training development is 

also used in relevant standards from the National Institute for Standards in Technolody 

(NIST). The NIST published a series of standards on the topic of Information Technology 

Security Awareness and Training Programs. These standards provide guidelines to develop 

training programs in the field of Information Security Awareness. They are focusing on the IT 
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Security aspect rather on the psychological aspects of social engineering but it is definitely 

related. [NISTa, 2009], [NISTb, 2003] 

 

The United States Army uses the ISD approach, respectively the ADDIE model approach to 

develop their trainings.  

 

Figure 3.1 below shows how each step of the ADDIE process depends on the outcome of the 

step before. The last step, evaluation, feeds the information to improve all other steps.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.: ADDIE process model [Hodell, 2006] 
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3.2.1. Analysis 

 

Analysis is the fist step and the foundation for all following steps in the ISD. During this 

phase the actual problem is defined. This definition of the problem consists of the source and 

the possible solution to it. 

According to Hodel [2008] these parameters have to be clarified: 

 

• if a problem exists that can be appropriately addressed by training 

• what goals and objectives the training should address 

• what resources are available for the project 

• who requires the training and their needs (population profiles) 

• all additional data needed to successfully complete the project 

 

3.2.2. Design 

 

The design phase takes the output from the Analysis, to plan a training strategy for the 

development. This might include writing a target population description, conducting a 

learning analysis, writing objectives and test items, selecting a delivery system, and 

sequencing the instruction [McGriff, 2000] 

 

The Design phase is the real heart of the ISD process. [Hodel, 2009] and these are some 

action points in this step: 

 

• prepare instructional objectives 

• develop instructional evaluation techniques and tasks 

• develop a program evaluation plan 

• develop the sequence and structure of the course 

• prepare logic and objectives maps 

• determine and prepare draft copies of necessary materials 
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3.2.3. Development 

 

The purpose of the development step is to create a training schedule and training material. 

The actual instructions are developed including all media that will be used in the training as 

well as the documentation. 

 

In this phase the designer has these action points [Hodel, 2009]: 

 

• prepare all participant and instructor materials for the course 

• prepare all support materials including audio, video, and other media 

• program any computer-based materials 

• field or beta test the project 

 

3.2.4. Implementation 

 

This phase refers to the trainings delivery. The training could be classroom based, lab based, 

or computer based. The purpose of the Implementation step is the effective and efficient 

delivery of instruction. The knowledge transfer is the most important parameter.  

 

3.2.5. Evaluation 

 

The effectiveness and efficiency of the implementation are measured. It is a continuous 

process that feeds all steps with new input to improve the training.  

 

The designer of the training, in this phase, is expected to [Hodel, 2009]: 

 

• confirm that all subject matter is correct and reviewed  

• consult with stakeholders to ensure adherence to established project goals 

• adhere to the design plan and procure sign-off on all critical design elements 

• review and act on all evaluations from participants, facilitators, and other end users of 

the project 
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• ensure quality control of the process by constant and thorough evaluation of all 

remaining project elements 

 

3.2.6. Information Security Awareness Programs 

 

Information Security Awareness programs have to cover a lot more then just Social 

Engineering attacks they have usually a wide spectrum of content to teach.  

 

 

The current list from NISTa [2009] 800-16 of topics in a Information Security Program 

includes: 

 

• Roles and responsibilities in information security 

• Ways to protect shared data (e.g., encryption, backups) 

• Examples of internal and external threats (e.g., social engineering, hackers) 

• Malicious code (e.g., viruses, worms) 

• Security controls 

• Ways to recognize an information security incident 

• Principles of information security 

• Passwords 

• Social engineering 

• Data backup and storage 

• Computer viruses and worms 

• Incident response 

• Personal use and gain 

• Privacy 

• Personally identifiable information (PII) 

• Identity theft 

• Internet surfing 

• Inventory control 

• Physical security 

• Spyware 

• Phishing 
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• Scams and spam 

• Mobile devices (e.g., laptops, PDAs) 

• Portable storage devices (e.g., CDs, USB drives) 

• Remote access 

• Copyright infringement and software piracy 

• Use and abuse of e-mail 

• E-mail do’s and don’ts 

• Peer-to-peer file sharing threats 

• National security information/systems, where applicable 

 

 

Despite the fact that SE is just one point, the strategies to build up awareness can be used to 

enrich the development of the trainings concept. The importance of awareness in regards to 

Social Engineering is mentioned in the chapter “Trainings concept”. 

 

 

Some authors Equation [Granger 2001; Berti and Rogers 2002; Gragg 2002; ; Dolan 2004; 

Hoeschele et al. 2005; Rogers 2006] have professed that Education, Awarness and Training 

(EAT) are the right way to build a SE centric awareness program.  

 

 

Roper et al., [2006] has enhanced the EAT approach by the factor of Motivation. Motivation 

is a key element on the central route of information processing in the ELM. Therefore this 

model is taken into consideration on the training concept development.  

This enhanced approach is referred as TEAM. TEAM is an acronym for training, education, 

awareness and motivation. 
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3.2.6.1. Training 

 

The proper training ensures that people have the skills, knowledge, and information they 

need to perform in their function (e.g. Finance clerk).  

 

3.2.6.2. Education 

Education enables people to understand the security principles, policies, purposes, and 

rationales. After that they have the ability to make intelligent contributions to the awareness 

program quality. 

   

“If you think of training as helping people know the who, what, when, and 

where of security tasks, education can be seen as getting them to 

understand why.” [Roper et al., 2006] 

 

According the ELM Motivation and Ability are key elements in the ELM on the “central route”. 

Education raises the ability of people to process information on the “central route” of the 

ELM.  

 

 

3.2.6.3. Awareness 

It is of utter importance to raise the level of awareness so that people are aware of threats to 

IT Security.    

 

“Increasing awareness involves promoting the probability that people will 

consider security as they go about their work and personal lives by 

building a recognition of the reality and presence of the threat so 

countermeasures are recognized as necessary. When security educators 

use this term, they often mean awareness of a threat.” [Roper et al., 2006] 

 

Awareness about the “simple cues” used in the ELM helps people so they will not process 

information on the peripheral route. 
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3.2.6.4. Motivation 

 
Motivation plays a key role for the success of the IT Security program. The best training may 

fail if people are not motivated to apply the learned knowledge, skills and attitudes.  

 

“At this point, we have people who are able to do their job for security 

(training), understand what they're doing (education), and think about 

doing it when it counts (awareness). Now we have to get them to do it. 

[Roper et al., 2006] 

 

Increasing the Motivation is one factor that helps people to examine the manipulative 

information more carefully.  
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4. Trainings concept 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

The use of highly sophisticated technology does not combat this crime. Due to the human 

factor in this type of crime it is more efficient to provide training for users. This training will 

help to raise the level of awareness and teach the necessary skills to be almost immune 

against Social Engineering attacks.  

 

 

 

“Social engineering is a kind of attack, which cannot be remedied by 

technological measures, as it targets the weakest link in an organization 

security chain, the human factor.” 

(…) “The most important step in doing so is to raise security awareness 

and keep it at a high level through continuous training, whereas purely 

technological countermeasures can be seen only as supplement.”  

[Böck, 2007] 

 

 

The findings in the psychological analysis chapter have identified some key factors. These 

key factors are the foundation for any kind of training program.  

 

One factor is that people processing information on the central route are less persuadable. 

But they have to be motivated and they have to be able to process the information.  

 

The question of how to deal with the simple cues that lead people on the peripheral route 

arises. The answer to it is awareness. Studies from Booth-Butterfield [1996] have shown that 

people who are aware of an attack on their beliefs, are less likely manipulated in their 

attitude. 
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Awareness about 
“Simple Cues”

Higher Motivation
To process 

Information more 
carefully

Greater Ability to 
to process 
Information

 

Figure 4.1.: The three key elements of the training concept 

  

The following chapter contains the trainings concepts to prevent Social Engineering attacks 

in the context of Cyber Crime. This training concept is developed on the ISD learning theory.  

But due to the fact that Social Engineering is also an important topic in Information Security 

literature, this area is also considered. Especially the NIST [2008, 2009] publications and the 

TEAM [Roper et al., 2006] approach. 

 

The definition of the trainings concept does not provide a full training. It is summarizes the 

training course and its key features. Below is the definition from the online business 

dictionary.  

 

“Summary of a training course or program that highlights its key features 

such as type of training, presentation environment, teaching techniques, 

and the benchmarks by which the learning performance will be 

measured.” [WEB 1, 2009] 

 
The idea is to create a kind of universal training concept that can be used like a pattern to 

develop a context based training. For instance to develop a SE training in the financial 

industry. 
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4.2. Concept 

 
Following the ADDIE methodology, the first step is to answer seven key questions. This is 

part of the analysis phase in ADDIE. These questions are [Hodell, 2006]: 

 

1. What is the need? 

The need is to create awareness about the risk of SE attacks in the context of Cyber 

Crime.  

 

2. What is the root cause? 

If information with persuading content is processed on the peripheral route of the ELM 

then the persuasion is more likely to be successful. 

 

3. What are the goals of the training? 

The goals of the training are to create awareness about SE attacks and raise the level 

of Motivation and Ability in order to process information on the central route of the 

ELM.  

More details on the objectives are under the point “Training plan”.  

 

4. What information is needed, and how is it gathered? 

  Information is gathered conducting a survey.  

 

5. How will the training be structured and organized?  

6. How will the training be delivered? 

7. When should training be revised? 

 

Questions 5 and 6 are going be answered in “Trainings Plan” section. 

Question 7 is going to answered in the “Post-Training Phase” section. 
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4.2.1. Trainings sample scenario 

 
In order to make the key elements of the trainings concept more visual and give good 

examples a fictive company is going to be used. This company is working in the field of 

biomedical research and has about 700 employees. The company name is Biocell. 

The management has the concern that sensitive information could be stolen. Embedded into 

an IT security awareness program a session about Social Engineering is planned.  

The duration for this program will be 2 days in a separate training center. The company 

sends groups with 20 people each to this training. The groups are mixed of men and women.  

 

4.2.2. Pre-Training Phase 

This is reflected in the Analysis part of the ADDIE approach. Important in this step is to 

identify the prior knowledge of the participants in regards to SE. A survey helps to create an 

even more specific content of the course. 

The survey has to contain the following: 

 

- prior knowledge about SE 

- identify the level of motivation  

- identify the level of ability to process an information request 

- identify awareness level about “simple cues” 

 

The results on the fist question have an influence on the starting point in terms of knowledge. 

For instance if the course is going to be held for an IT Security department there is no need 

for an introduction of the importance of Information Security. 

 

The analysis of the psychological aspects have clearly shown that the factors motivation and 

ability factors are very important for the success of the course. The results of this 

questionnaire can identify the degree of need for the course. 

 

4.2.2.1. Sample survey: 

The sample survey on the next page should be done prior to the training. The time frame 

depends on the number of participants. It is essential for the training success to incorporate 

the result into the development phase of the training.  
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Figure 4.2.: Sample Pre-Training Questioner 
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4.2.3. Trainings plan 

The trainings plan consists of the objectives, design matrix, instructional plan, program 

overview and lessons. These build the training plan and at each part the examples based on 

the sample scenario are provided.  

 

4.2.3.1. Objectives 

Objectives are an integral part of the ISD respectively the ADDIE. They are used as a 

foundation for the design process.  

 

“Objectives are the conceptual and operational framework that inspires 

and sustains the instructional design process. Without them, education 

and training have little more than content and contemplation to assure 

quality. From the perspective of an instructional designer, the art of writing 

objectives is a fundamental and irreplaceable skill that requires nurture, 

reflection, and practice for competence.” [Hodell, 2006] 

 

Based on the ISD approach in the context of the Trainings Sample Scenario these are 

example objectives: 

 

“Knowing the weakness of electronic communication (e.g. fax, email)  in regards to 

Authenticity of the sender, the user has the ability to make a decision to proceed or drop the 

message,  based on the content of the message. ” 

 

 

“Knowing the importance of Information Security, the user is motivated to process sensitive 

information with due care.” 

 

These are just examples of the objects that support the key elements of the trainings 

concept.  
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4.2.3.2. Design matrix 

A design matrix is used to visualize the course or session. 

 

“The design matrix provides a framework or skeleton for the course. You 

will then "put the meat on the bones" as you make decisions about 

methods and materials and prepare your instructional plan.”  

[Lawson, 2009] 

 

The design matrix consists of 4 parts: duration, content or learning points, methods or 

activities, and materials or aids. 

4.2.3.2.1. Sample design matrix: 

 
The design matrix (Figure 4.3) shows the key lectures used in the trainings course. It is a 

rough sketch of the training. It helps to identify and sequence content subtopics, estimate the 

amount of time, selection of the methods, and identify the training material that is required. 

The lectures are not in sequenced at that point of the training development. 

 

Duration Content/Learning 

Points 

Methods/Activities Material/Aids 

30 minutes Internal SE attacks Video Beamer, Laptop 

20 minutes Introduction to Cyber 

Crime and SE 

Lectures, 

Presentation  

Beamer, Laptop 

60 minutes Internal SE attacks – 

practical Example 

Role play Video camera, role 

script 

30 minutes Awareness about 

“simple cues” 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer Laptop 

20 minutes Internet SE: Quiz written test: multiple 

choice  

Paper, pen 

20 minutes External SE attacks Video Beamer, Laptop 

60 minutes  External SE attacks – 

Practical Example 

Role play Video camera, role 

script 

30 minutes Technical 

knowledge: Email, 

Fax, Chat, Internet 

Lectures, 

Presentation  

Beamer Laptop 
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30 minutes Technical 

knowledge: Exercise 

Computer based 

Exercise 

Computer 

20 minutes External SE: Quiz written test: multiple 

choice  

Paper, pen 

20 minutes Company specific 

Policies and 

Procedures 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer Laptop 

 

Figure 4.3.: Design Matrix as foundation for the Instructional Plan 

 

The Design Matrix is used in the “brain storming” phase of the course development. It helps 

the developer to collect ideas on what lessons should be part and it is a starting point for the 

formal Instructional Plan.   

4.2.3.3. Instructional Plan 

 

The instructional plan has all the information that is required to deliver the training. It has all 

the lectures and organizational points in a sorted manner. Whereas the design matrix is like 

a mind mapping tool, the instructional plan is the outcome of the lecture selection and a 

teaching method.  

 

This instructional plan is developed based on the sample company but it can be easily 

adapted to fit other focus group (e.g. Governmental Organization). 

 

An instructional plan consists of two parts [Lawson, 2009] : 

 

  1. The Program overview  

  2. The instructional guide 
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4.2.3.3.1. Program Overview 

 

1. Title 

Awareness training to prevent Social Engineering Attacks  

 

 

2. Course Description 

This course provides participants with the knowledge, skills and techniques to detect 

and prevent Social Engineering attacks. 

 

 

3. Learning Outcomes 

 Participants will learn:  

 

- what Social Engineering is 

- how Social Engineering works 

- the different ways of Social Engineering in order to detect it 

- how to act in a Social Engineering attack 

- the company perspective on Information Security 

 

4. Length 

 The course is designed as two full-day sessions. 

 

 

5. Format/Methodology 

The course is classroom based and uses presentations and experiential activities. 

Such activities are: role plays, case studies, group discussion, quizzes, videos, and 

computer based exercises. 

 

6. Audience 

 For all employees of the company. Maximum twenty participants 

 

7. Participant Preparation 

Pre-course questionnaire: The questionnaire is designed by the trainer and sent to 

each participant prior to the course. Details on the survey are discussed in the 

chapter “Pre-trainings phase”. 
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8. Instructional Materials and Aids 

 

 a. Document list 

  - Participant workbook containing reference materials and learning exercises

  - role plays  

  - quizzes  

  - IT security policy papers 

 

 b. Equipment list 

  - flip chart 

  - beamer   

  - 21 computers with internet access 

 

 c. Media List 

  - videos about Social Engineering attacks 

 

4.2.3.3.2. Instructional Guide 

 
The instructional guide contains the training schedule. These lessons are grouped in two 

days following the requirements of the sample training for the biomedical research company.  

In addition to the schedule each lesson is explained into details. These details include the 

following information: 

   

� Content of the lesson 

� Method and activity 

� Didactics background 

� Social Engineering prevention factor 

 

The content of the lesson is a description of what this lesson consists. Under method and 

activity the information on how the lesson is delivered is discussed.  
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The point didactics background tells about the relevant learning theories behind the lesson 

and what learning type is approached. Learning types6 are audio, visual, tactile and 

kinesthetic.  

 

The Social Engineering prevention factor tells about the why this lesson helps to prevent SE 

attacks in the context of Cyber Crime. In other words how this lesson delivers the key 

elements in the trainings concept.  

 

The next pages (Figure 4.4) (Figure 4.5) show the actual time table of the lessons. The 

lessons have been grouped by days. 

                                                
 
6
 Suite101, a web site where authors can publish their articles, 

http://newteachersupport.suite101.com/article.cfm/learning_styles_in_the_classroom (accessed December 29, 
2009) 
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Time table first day 

 

Time Duration Content/Learning 

Points 

Methods/Activities Material/Aids 

9:00-9:15 14 minutes Organizational: e.g. 

Course begin, 

breaks,… 

Lectures Flipchart 

9:15-10:00 45 minutes Introduction round Small group 

discussion 

n/a 

10:00-10:15 15 minutes Questioner  Paper based 

questioner to fill in 

Questioner 

10:15-10:45 30 minutes SE attacks Video Beamer, Laptop 

10:45-11:00 15 minutes Break n/a n/a 

11:00-12:00 60 minutes Introduction to Cyber 

Crime and SE 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer, Laptop 

12:00:14:00 120 minutes Lunch Break n/a n/a 

14:00-15:30 90 minutes SE attack role play  Role play Role script 

15:30-16:00 30 minutes Analysis role play  Group work Posters 

16:00-16:15 15 minutes Break n/a n/a 

16:15-16:40 25 minutes Presentation of 

posters  

Presentation and 

discussion 

Posters 

16:40-17:00 20 minutes Awareness about 

“simple cues” 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer, Laptop 

17:00-17:20 20 minutes Closing and feedback Round table n/a 

 

Figure 4.4.: The Time table of the fist trainings day 
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Time table second day 

 

Time Duration Content/Learning 

Points 

Methods/Activities Material/Aids 

9:00-9:15 14 minutes Organizational: e.g. 

Course begin, 

breaks,… 

Lectures Flipchart 

9:15-10:00 45 minutes Technical knowledge: 

Email, Fax, Chat, 

Internet 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer, Laptop 

10:00-11:00 60 minutes Technical knowledge: 

Exercise 

Computer based 

Exercise 

Computer 

11:00-11:30 30 minutes Company specific 

Policies and 

Procedures 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer Laptop 

11:30-13:30 120 minutes Lunch Break n/a n/a 

13:30-14:00 30 minutes “The Fax Experiment” Lectures, 

Presentation, voting, 

group discussion 

Beamer Laptop 

14:00-14:20 20 minutes SE: Quiz written test: multiple 

choice computer 

based 

Computer 

14:20-15:00 40 minutes Tools and techniques 

to prevent SE attacks 

 

Lectures, 

Presentation 

Beamer Laptop 

15:00:15:15 15minutes Break n/a n/a 

15:15-16:00 45 minutes Reflection of the 

learned content  

“letter to me” Paper, pen 

17:00-17:20 20 minutes Closing and feedback Round table n/a 

 
Figure 4.5.: The time table of second trainings day 
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4.2.3.4. Lessons 

 

4.2.3.4.1. Introduction Round 

 
Content of the lesson 

People are asked to introduce themselves. This includes their name, years in the company, 

and current position. 

 

Method and activity 
Small Group discussion asking every person 

 

Didactics background 

Such an introduction round helps to break the ice and shows the population profile of the 

course. 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

This lesson helps the course in general. 

 

4.2.3.4.2. Questionnaire 

 

Content of the lesson 

People are asked about their prior knowledge on Social Engineering, Information Security 

and their expectations from the course. This is an aid to the pre-training questioner and 

should fill the gaps if the results from the pre-training questioner were not satisfactory. 

 

The questions should be similar to the pre-training questionnaire but there should be a 

possibility for open answers. Furthermore the questions should be adjusted to fit the local 

training requirements (e.g. Target group is IT Management) 

 Some sample questions could be: 

 

 Do you know what to do with information requests from unknown persons? 

 Do you know what Social Engineering is? 

 Given an email where the sender is someone you know. Do you trust the content? 

Do you know your companies IT Security policy and procedures in regards to 

information handling? 
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Method and activity 

The participants receive a paper based questionnaire and pens. They are asked to the 

questions in 15 minutes and to work alone. Furthermore they are told, that the questioner is 

anonymous but if they like they can provide their names. 

Another method that could be considered is to let the participants fill in an online 

questionnaire. 

 

Didactics background 

The result of the questionnaire can provide the current level of knowledge. Furthermore it 

gives input for fine tuning the course content. For instance if they have already had an 

incident with Social Engineering. 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The output of the questionnaire raises the course quality. 

 
 

4.2.3.4.3. Video “SE Attacks” 

 
Content of the lesson 

A video about SE attacks is shown. The content of the video has to consist of some key 

elements: 

  Show  practical examples of a successful SE attack via: 

 

� telephone 

� email 

� a Social Networking site 

 

Applied on the Sample Scenario 

 

Via Telephone 

The first scene of the video shows Mr. Maier who works in the research department of 

Biocell, receives a phone call from Ms. Berger from the company Chemosan. Chemosan is 

big competitor of Biocell. She pretends to be Chief of the research section and she wants to 

have an actual dump from the research database.  

Mr. Maier is shocked and he refuses to give out this sensitive information. 
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Ms. Berger pretends to be curious that Mr. Maier is not aware of the upcoming merger 

between Biocell and Chemosan. Furthermore she wants to have this information beforehand 

and she offers Mr. Maier a good position in Chemosan. 

Mr. Maier agrees and sends her the file. Mr. Maier realizes too late that he was a victim of a 

Social Engineering attack. 

   

Via Email 

The next scene in the video shows Mr. Sanders in the logistics department who receives an 

email from a friend. At least the senders address seems to be his friend.  

Based on the senders email address he trusts the content of the email and opens the 

attachment. By doing this a Trojan Horse program is installed on his PC. The Trojan Horse 

sends all data from Mr. Maier’s PC to the attacker.  

  

Via Social Networking Site 

The last scene in the video shows Ms. Chelsi from the finance department. She is enjoying 

the Social Networking site Facebook. All of a sudden a very good friend of hers wants to chat 

with her and send her a link to download a “very cool” astrology program.  

Ms. Chelsi trusts her friend and downloads the program. She is not aware that her friends 

account has been hacked. 

The program seems not to work in the field astrology but provides a backdoor to Ms. Chelsi’s 

PC. This backdoor is afterwards used to steal money from the company by faking Electronic 

Banking logins to hijack the Transactions codes. [Behrens, 2009] 

 

 

Method and activity 

From a laptop using a beamer a video is displayed. The video length is 15 minutes and it is 

shown two times. The second time the participants are ask to take notes.  

 

In order to make this video based lesson successful the following should be taken into 

consideration: 

 

“Introduce the video by explaining why you are showing it and what the 

video is about, including a brief description of the setting and characters. 

Also, prepare participants for anything unusual or unique in the video.” 

[Lawson, 2009] 
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“Tell the participants what to look for as they view the video. In fact, it is a 

good idea to prepare a list of specific questions related to the video and 

create a handout or post the questions on a flip chart. The entire group 

can address each question, or different questions can be assigned to 

specific individuals or groups of participants. This technique will make the 

participants much more attentive because they know they will have to 

report their observations to the entire group.” [Lawson, 2009] 

 

“Show the video in its entirety; then lead a discussion based on the 

questions or points the participants were to look for.” [Lawson, 2009] 

 

Didactics background 

Cognitivism is the relevant didactical theory: To see and understand the content of the video. 

Audio and Visual learning types are approached.  

 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor  

The video lesson raises the level of awareness. The awareness of the “simple cues” in terms 

of Information processing on the peripheral is crucial for the success of the training.  

 

4.2.3.4.4. Introduction to Cyber Crime and SE 

 
Content of the lesson 

During this lesson a presentation is shown using a beamer. The presentation has to have the 

following content: 

 

- Definitions of Social Engineering and Cyber Crime 

- Scope of the problem 

- Basics about information security 

- How Social Engineering works 

- How to detect a Social Engineering attack 

- Show the different kinds of Social Engineering attacks (e.g. FAX, Email, 

Telephone, Social Networks,…) 

-  

The participants should learn the basic knowledge of the domain Social Engineering and 

Cyber Crime. The scope of the problem has to show the dimension of the problem in 
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numbers and how it could harm the company. The basic knowledge of information security 

lays the foundation for the lesson “Company specific Policies and Procedures”.  

“How SE works” and “How to detect a SE attack” are containing the basic knowledge about 

the psychological pattern and conditions (e.g. time pressure). The last point about the 

different kinds of SE attacks gives an overview on the technical aspects of SE attacks. 

 

Method and activity 

With the usage of a laptop and beamer, the teacher presents a set of prepared slides on the 

content. The participants are asked to make notes and to ask questions in the end of the 

presentation.  

 

Didactics background 

The relevant learning theory behind lectures is Behaviorism and Cognitivsm. The slides of 

the presentation should be designed in a way that both the visual and the audio type are 

approached.  

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The content of this lesson raises the level of awareness about the topic in general. 

Furthermore it helps to give people the ability to deal with information. That means in 

particular to strengthen the ability to process the process information on the central router in 

regards to the ELM.  

4.2.3.4.5. SE attack role play  

 
Content of the lesson 

The participants should play a role play to gain the experience how SE attacks are working. 

Randomly the participants are split up into pairs. The role play has two roles, the attacker 

who would like to get the sensitive information, and the victim who has the access to the 

information. 

 

Based on the sample company Biocell the role play script (Figure 4.6) on the next page can 

be used. In the role play Dr. Huber plays the attacker and Dr. Maier plays the victim. 
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Figure 4.6.: Script to a role play to demonstrate a SE attack 
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This is just an example role playing script (Figure 4.6). The important elements of every role 

play in regards to this trainings concept are the practical application of manipulation 

techniques in a real world scenario. In this case the situation is based on the sample 

company Biocell and the manipulation techniques used in the conversation are:  

 

- Authority 

The CEO is important he needs the report 

 

- Commitment  

The commitment to get help on the report. 

 

- Liking 

Wording: e.g. my friend 

 

-  Fear 

   Wording: “You will be held accountable!” 

 

“Need for Help” and “time pressure” can be also considered as manipulation techniques. 

 

Note from the Author: The role play is in the opinion of the Author an essential part in any 

kind of SE prevention training as it helps people to gain understanding of the situation. These 

situations are sometimes very trivial.  

 

Method and activity 

Out of the 20 course participants 10 pairs are grouped to perform the role play. The role play 

is performed in two rounds. In the fist round, both the attacker and victim have a script. They 

are ask to play according to the script. In the second round the attacker has the script and 

the instructions to act independently to gain access to the information. The victim has no 

script and should defend the information. The scripts are handed out to the pairs with the 

instructions to make notes during the second round of the role play. 

The Questions: “How would you have reacted?”, “What manipulation techniques would you 

recognize?” and “What would be a good defense?”, should be answered. 

The material consists of the pre-made role script, notebook and pens.  
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Didactics background 

Constructivism and cognitivsm is the main learning theory behind this lesson. The 

participants develop the knowledge by themselves. Role plays in an instructional strategy 

seems to facilitate more the active construction of meaning. [Wilson, 1997].  

The audio, visual and tactile learning types are approached.  
 
 
Social Engineering prevention factor 

Through the experience in the role play people will be more aware of the manipulation 

tactics. Furthermore they are more motivated to process the information more carefully as 

they have made the experience how easy it is to be a victim. 

 

Role plays are a good method to promote understanding of the content and gain inside 

knowledge of the different perspectives: 

 

“An effective role play promotes affective, cognitive, and behavioral 

learning. Participants practice the skills taught, demonstrating their 

knowledge and understanding of the content through their application in 

the role-play situation. They also have an opportunity to gain insight into 

their own behavior.” [Lawson, 2009] 

 

 

4.2.3.4.6. Analysis of Role Play 

 
 
 
Content of the lesson 

Based on the notes from the former lessons the participants are ask to make posters. The 

posters should contain their findings in regards to SE.  

Furthermore they are asked to find other examples for SE attacks. 

 
 
 
Method and activity 

Poster making in small groups of 4 peoples each. Posters in flipchart size and pens are 

provided by the teacher.  
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Didactics background 

This activity is based on congnitivsm and also has a creative part that would more relate to 

constructivism. The course participants will reflect their knowledge about SE by writing down 

the new information will have a learning effect.  

The lesson approaches the audio and visual learning type. 

 

 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The lesson supports the course in general by making the knowledge more visual and 

concrete. 

 

4.2.3.4.7. Presentation of Posters 

 
Content of the lesson 

The participants present their posters to the others. During the presentation questions are 

answered.  

 

 

Method and activity 

Presentation of the posters from the small groups and discussion.  

 

 

Didactics background 

Sharing the findings of the individual groups with the others will have a brainstorming effect. 

 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The lesson helps to raise the level of awareness among the group. 
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4.2.3.4.8. Awareness about “Simple Cues” 

 
 
Content of the lesson 

During this lesson the teacher is going to show some “simple cues” of the ELM model in 

regards to SE attacks. Each “simple cue” will be explained and afterwards presented in a 

meaningful content.  

Most important is to set different “simple cues” into a realistic situation. This situation should 

be customized to the environment of the audience. In case of the sample training for the 

company Biocell the following examples are useful: 

 
 
 

 

Email based SE attacks 

Taking into account that email plays an important role in the internal and external 

communication of the company Biocell. The following examples will help the participants to 

gain understanding of use of “simple cues” in regards to SE attacks. 

 

Simple Cue Example 

 

Liking  You receive an email from a friend. The content of the email is a document 

attachment. As you trust your fiends sender address you open the attachment. 

This causes the installation of malicious software (e.g. Computer Virus) 

 
 
 
Authority You receive an email from the IT department. In this mail you’ve been ask to 

change your password due to a IT Security check. After the password change 

you should open a web site to verify that the IT Security check is done. The 

email contains the link. The links seems to trustworthy as it seems to be under 

the domain biocell.com. After clicking the link your computer stops working. 

You have been a victim of a cross site scripting attack.  
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Phone based SE attacks 

Telephones as way of communication are still an important factor when it comes to SE 

attacks. The way how telephones operate have changed, e.g. the usage of Voice over IP, but 

the tactics are the same. 

 
 
Simple Cue Example 
 
Reciprocity You work as a secretary in the front office. During lunch time you get a call 

from a women that appears with an internal extension. She pretends to be 

new in the office and she would like to know if she can send her the latest 

organizational chart. Furthermore she says that still has no official email 

address but she will be able to receive this on her private email account.   

 
 
PC based SE attacks 

PCs are part of almost all workplaces in Biocell. Therefore its important to mention the 

influence of messages generated by malicious programs in regards to SE.  

  
Simple Cue Example 
 
Fear A user gets a pop up window on the screen. This pop up windows informs the 

user that the PC is infected and if the users would like to start the antivirus 

download now. It seems the pop up window has just an ok button to press. 

After pressing this button a remote access Trojan (RAT) is downloaded to the 

users PC. 

 
The given example are just a small selection that should show how customization would look 

like. The integral parts are the combination of the theoretical function of “simple cues” in the 

information processing and the practical application.  

 
Method and activity 
 
With the usage of a laptop and beamer, the teacher presents a set of prepared slides on the 

content. The participants should ask questions and make comments during the presentation. 

 
Didactics background 

The relevant learning theory behind lectures is Behaviorism and Cognitivsm. The slides of 

the presentation should be designed in a way that both the visual and the audio type are 

approached.  
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Social Engineering prevention factor 

This lesson will raise the level of awareness on techniques used in SE attacks. These 

techniques use “simple cues” in regards to the ELM are presented in a customized context in 

order to make the training more effective. The lesson approaches the audio and visual 

learning type. 

 
 
 

4.2.3.4.9. Closing and Feedback 

 
Content of the lesson 

A plenum group feedback about the course in general. Remaining questions can be 

answered.  

 

Method and activity 

“Round table” activity with all participants. Each course participant should give a small 

statement about their impression of the first course day.  

 

Didactics background\ 

Feedback increases the course quality. 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

This lesson helps the course in general. 

 

4.2.3.4.10. Technical Knowledge: Email, Fax, Chat, Internet 

 
Content of the lesson 

The lesson has to contain the basic technical knowledge about modern electronic 

communication. The level of knowledge is set so, that people without an IT background are 

able to understand the weaknesses of electronic communication in regards to authenticity.  

The main part in this lesson is to show how easy it is to fake the sender, respectively the 

source of the information in email, fax, chat and on the internet.  

 

Practical examples are given to reach topic. The practical examples are the same used in the 

lesson “Awareness about Simple Cues” but this time the emphasis is on the technical aspect 

of the communication.  
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The lesson provides the technical fundamental for the practical application in the next lesson 

“Technical Knowledge: Computer Based Exercise” 

 

Method and activity 

With the usage of a laptop and beamer, the teacher presents a set of prepared slides on the 

content. The participants should ask questions and make comments during the presentation. 

 

Didactics background 

The relevant learning theory behind lectures is Behaviorism and Cognitivsm. The slides of 

the presentation should be designed in a way that both the visual and the audio type are 

approached.  

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

This lesson will raise the level of ability in order to process the information on the central 

route in regards to the ELM. By giving the course participants the necessary technical 

knowledge how, for instance emails, can be faked, they will be able to handle the information 

properly.  

 

4.2.3.4.11. Technical Knowledge: Exercise 

 
Content of the lesson 

The technical knowledge gained from the former lesson will be taken to the next level. This 

will be done by an exercise.  

The course participants are asked to use their computers to create a fake email. In the case 

of the sample scenario the following instructions are given prior the exercise (Figure 4.7). 
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1. Please log on to your PCs. 

2. Open a notepad. 

3. Type in as shown in the picture below:

Note: Exchange the mymail.address@biocell.com with your address

4. Open a windows command prompt.

5. Type in as shown in the picture below:

6. Wait until you get a response from the mail server.

7. Copy the content from the notepad to the windows command prompt. 

8. You should receive an email with the sender: good.friend@biocell.com

 
Figure 4.7.: Sample instructions for the technical exercise 
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This is just one example for a technical exercise used in the context of the sample scenario 

with the company Biocell.  

It is from utter importance to provide as many exercises as possible, to show how the 

different technologies are used to facilitate SE attacks. 

 

Method and activity 

The teacher hands out the instructions for the exercises. The course participants are asked 

to use their computers and follow the instructions. During the exercises the teacher will be 

available to answer questions and assist in case needed. 

 
Didactics background 

The exercises lesson has Cognitivsm as background theory but due to the experimental 

nature it also reflects some ideas of Constructivism learning theories. All learning types are 

approached by this lesson therefore the knowledge will sink in deeply. 

 
 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The practical knowledge gained in the exercises will promote the ability, awareness and the 

motivation.  

 
 

4.2.3.4.12. Company specific Policies and Procedures 

 
Content of the lesson 
 

“Security policies are clear instructions that provide the guidelines for 

employee behavior for safeguarding information, and are a fundamental 

building block in developing effective controls to counter potential security 

threats. These policies are even more significant when it comes to preventing 

and detecting social engineering attacks.” [Mitnick, 2002]. 

 

 IT security policy papers in general are very complex to understand for people, that do not 

deal on a daily basis with IT and IT Security topics. But IT Security policies should contain a 

SE relevant part. 

 

This lesson takes this part into to training and makes it understandable for the participants. 
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Applied on the sample scenario with the company Biocell the following from “Policies for all 

Employees” [Mitnick, 2002] is taken into the course: 

 

• Computer Use   

• Email Use   

• Phone Use   

• Fax Use   

• Passwords   

 

And from the “management policies” [Mitnick, 2002]  the data classification and Information 

Disclosure part. 

 

Each policy point should be presented including the location where the latest version of the 

policy document can be obtained (e.g. internal web site).  

 

Sample points from the lecture 

 

Computer use policy: Employees must not disclose any data from the research database to 

people who have not been identified and have the necessary access rights 

 

Email use policy: Email attachments must not be opened unless the attachment has been 

cleaned and verified by the Antivirus System. 

 

Phone use policy: Employees may not participate in surveys by answering any questions 

from any outside organization or person. Such requests must be referred to the public 

relations department or other designated person. [Mitnick, 2002] 

 

Fax use policy: Prior to carrying out any instructions received by facsimile, the sender must 

be verified as an employee or other Trusted Person. Placing a telephone call to the sender to 

verify the request is usually sufficient. [Mitnick, 2002] 

 

Password policy: Employees must never disclose any password. This includes password for 

data encryption and application access. 
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Data classification policy: All valuable, sensitive, or critical business information must be 

assigned to a classification category by the designated information owner or delegate. Such 

classification is: public, private, internal, confidential. 

 

Information disclosure policy: The company should establish comprehensive procedures to 

be used by employees for verifying the identity, employment status, and authorization of an 

individual before releasing Confidential or Sensitive information or performing any task that 

involves use of any computer hardware or software. [Mitnick, 2002] 

 

The above points are just samples. The whole lesson should make the participants aware of 

the company specific information handling procedure. Furthermore, part of this lesson is the 

introduction of an IT Security promoting initiative. The “Information Security Staff Member of 

the month” initiative will promote employees who have successfully applied the knowledge 

from this course in the company. At this stage of the course the teacher just introduces the 

initiative; details will follow in the lesson “Tools and techniques to prevent SE attacks”. 

 

Method and activity 

With the usage of a laptop and beamer, the teacher presents a set of prepared slides on the 

content. The participants should ask questions and make comments during the presentation. 

A small discussion round on the “Information Security Staff Member of the month” initiative 

closes this lesson. 

 
Didactics background 

The relevant learning theory behind lectures is Behaviorism and Cognitivsm. The slides of 

the presentation should be designed in a way that both the visual and the audio type are 

approached.  

 
 
Social Engineering prevention factor 

The knowledge how information and information requests are handled promotes the ability of 

the person to process the persuading information on the central route in terms of the ELM. 

Whereas the “Information Security Staff Member of the month” initiative should have a 

positive effect on the motivation.  
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4.2.3.4.13. The Fax experiment 

 
Content of the lesson 

The fax experiment at this stage of the course has to evaluate the level of awareness. The 

participants should already have the right skills respectively, the ability to the handle the 

following situation: 

 

Each participant receives two pages received from the fax machine. They are told to read 

through the fax and build up their opinion how to proceed.  The two fax pages (Figure 4.8) 

are designed in a way to meet the customization requirements from the sample scenario.   
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From: Federal Ministry of Science and Research 

Minoritenplatz 5

1014 Wien

+43 1 123 123 DW 123

To: Biocell GmbH

Somwhere 1/1

1000 Wien

Attn.: Chief Executive Officer Dr. Sander

Subject: Urgent Request for information

Dr. Sander,

Please provide us the latest information on the vaccine H1N1 inclusive the results from all test 

series.

For that urgent matter please use our direct FAX line: +43 234234234

Please do not hesitate to call us.

Kind regards

Max Muster, Department Head

Dear Colleagues,

I am in a very important meeting in the Hotel Berger and not reachable for the rest of the day. 

Please take care of the request from the Ministry of Science. 

It is very important that you fulfill their request with priority. 

Please find below my signature for authorization in order to be compliant with our new IT 

Security policy. I hope you have enjoyed the trainings course.

Thanks a lot and kind regards

Dr. Sander, Chief Executive Officer  

 

Figure 4.8.: Two pages of “Fax experiment” The logo is taken from [BMFW, 2009] 
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After the participants have read the content of the fax, there are two voting rounds 

conducted. The fist is on the question is who would send the information. The second voting 

round is on the question, who would report this incidence. 

 

The main part of this lesson is the discussion group in which the different elements of this SE 

attack are elaborated. Each person should make up his or her mind about the situation and 

the emotions along with it. The teacher has to make them aware to assume always the worst 

case, say other colleagues are on holiday and the CEO is really in a meeting.  

 

 

Method and activity 

The teacher hands out the copies of the fax. The participants have 10 minutes to read 

though the fax and make notes. Afterwards two voting rounds are conducted and a group 

discussion on the topic is started.  

 

Didactics background 

Experiments are elements of the Constructivism. The student has to make his own learning 

experiments. The result of the voting could be an indicator for the success of the training. 

The course participants should already be trained enough to identify the fax as fake. All 

learning types are approached. 

  

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The fax experiment promotes the ability and the awareness about SE attacks. Especially the 

awareness of fax based documents.  

4.2.3.4.14. SE-Quiz 

 
Content of the lesson 

The quiz is multiple choice and based on the course content. The difficulty level of each item 

should be adjusted in order to be able to pass the quiz without prior studying.  

The quiz items should real world scenarios to reflect the company environment. Sample 

questions in the Figure 4.9. 
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Question 1: You receive a phone call from an external number. The caller seems to be very friendly and 

identified herself as Ms. Jones. She says that she is new in the department and currently on an external meeting. 

She asks you for a favour and transfer her call to the Mr. Berger from the finance department.

Based on the above situation, what will you do?

Check all that applies:

a. She is new and it is ok to make mistakes. I will transfer her call.

b. I will tell her that I cannot help her and ask her to call the switchboard.

c. I will report that case to my supervisor.

d. I will check in the cooperate phone directory if Ms. Jones exist and try to call her to verify.

Question 2: You have got an USB stick as Christmas present in your post inbox. The company seems to make 

business with you.

Based on the above situation, what will you do?

Check all that applies:

a. Use the USB stick normally on my office PC.

b. Use the USB stick only on my home PC.

c. Ask the IT helpdesk for advice.

d. Do not use the USB stick at all.

Question 3: Ms. Berger likes to go with you on a coffee. During the meeting she asks you to help her with a 

computer problem. 

You have agreed to help her but you find out that she does not have sufficient rights with her account to retrieve 

the information she wanted. She pleases you to help her with your rights.

Based on the above situation, what will you do?

Check all that applies:

a. Help her only one time to access the information. Do not give her the password.

b. Let her ask the IT department to provide her the rights.

c. Try to find out if she has the “need to know”.

d. Tell her about the importance of Information Security and do not provide access.

Figure 4.9.: Sample questions for the Quizzer lesson 
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Important factor in the construction of the question items is the practical application. Only if 

the course participants can identify themselves with the situation they would be able to 

answer correctly. 

The content of this lesson can contribute the course quality. If considered for the evaluation 

of the course in general, the results of the quizzer directly reflecting the level of knowledge 

already transferred to the participants, at this time. 

 

Method and activity  

The course participants are asked to do a computer based quiz. The quiz is computer based 

with multiple choice questions. They are asked to work alone and no questions will be 

answered during the time of testing. After finishing they should leave the room.  

 

Didactics background 

Tests are an integral part of ISD based course design. The participants will have a chance to 

test the level of knowledge. The test should be designed to be passable on the low rate in 

order to motivate the student.  

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

Practical application of the knowledge will promote the level of motivation and raise the 

ability. Furthermore the learned content can better settle. 

 

4.2.3.4.15. Tools and techniques to prevent SE attacks 

 
Content of the lesson 

This key lesson in the course has been to provide tools and techniques to prevent SE 

attacks. The content of this lesson consists of a summary of ways to deal with manipulation 

in the background of the company specific environment. In this case the company Biocell.  

 

In the first part of the lesson the employee receives a summary on how to detect SE attacks. 

Figure 4.10 shows how this should be composed. This approach is based on the 

recommendation from the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) and 

suitable for any course customer. 
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Figure 4.10.: LIST of issues and questions from ENISA [2008] 

 

Legitimacy, Importance, Source and Timing can be abbreviated with the LIST. That 

simplification of issues and questions will help the course participants to remember. 

 

The second part of the lesson deals more in detail on how to deal with a request for action 

(Figure 4.11) and a request for information (Figure 4.12). 

 

In the lesson the teacher should go through the different kind of requests, for action or for 

information, and explain each step in the process.  

Furthermore the teacher has to bring this theoretical knowledge into a practical context. This 

could be achieved with examples in every step of the process. Applied on the sample 

scenario with the company Biocell this would be a good way to explain how the information 

request regarding a project should be handled: 

 

1. Request Information about the project “Vaccine H1N1” 

2. There is no password involved– proceed to step 3. 

3. There is nothing about organizational chart details involved – proceed to step 4. 

4. There are no telephone list details involved  - proceed to step 5. 

5. There is no personal information involved – proceed to step 6. 

6. There is no information about Computer Systems or procedures involved – proceed to   

step 7. 

7. The information on the project “Vaccine H1N1” has the classification “confidential”. The 

appropriate information handling procedure according the IT Security policy is do not process 

this information electronically and request access from the project leader and the head of the 

research department.  
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Figure 4.11.: Request for Information [Mitnick, 2002] 
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Figure 4.12.: Request for Action [Mitnick, 2002] 

 

After this lesson the participants should have enough tools and knowledge to handle 

information requests according to the company specific policies and procedures. It is 

important for the success of this lesson to mention the value for the participant in their private 
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lives when they have to deal with information requests in the context of IT. Good examples 

would be a phishing email. 

 

The last part of this lesson gives the participants more details on the “Information Security 

Staff Member of the month” initiative. Herold [2005] underlined that such IT Security 

promoting programs must communicate the importance of information security outside the 

formal training sessions.  

 

In case of the sample company Biocell the company is promoting every month a staff 

member who shows awareness in his or her daily business. For example to report any 

incidence in regards to SE attacks or to help others to understand the fundamentals of SE 

attacks.  

 

 

Method and activity 

With the usage of a laptop and beamer, the teacher presents a set of prepared slides on the 

content. The participants should ask questions and make comments during the presentation. 

The lesson is more interactive due to the questions that are expected along with figures on 

the information respectively action request handling 

 

 

Didactics background 

Behaviorism and Cognitivism are the main didactical theories behind this lesson. Audio and 

visual learning types are approached. 

 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

The tools and skill from this lesson are raising the ability to handle information with 

persuasive context. Furthermore by implementing the “Information Security Staff Member of 

the month” program the motivation is higher to process request for information and actions 

more carefully. 
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4.2.3.4.16. Reflection of the learned content 

 
Content of the lesson 

During this lesson the student should reflect the course content. The teacher has to 

summarize the key points of the course. Furthermore the teacher should encourage asking 

questions to ensure that there are not open points to discuss.  

The students are asked to write a letter to themselves. The letter should include the 

knowledge that the course participant has learned from the lessons and the teacher also 

provides feedback forms to fill in. 

 

 

Method and activity 

The method called “Letter to me” [WEB2, 2009] is used. Hand out of feedback forms on the 

course quality in general.  

 

 

Didactics background 

The letter to me is a method that is based on the constructivism learning theory. While the 

student is writing the letter to herself, she brings her thoughts and her point of view to paper.  

 

 

Social Engineering prevention factor 

This lesson does not only supports the course in general but the letter can be used after the 

training to remember the content.  

 
 

4.2.4. Post-Training Phase - Evaluation 

 
“Evaluation is more than just a post-course event. Evaluation takes place 

in every element of the ADDIE model. Designers even need to evaluate 

the evaluation process. This multidimensional approach to evaluation 

reflects ISD’s systems approach to instructional design. Not only are the 

traditional evaluations reflected in learner performance and content 
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mastery part of the design process, the ISD process itself is reviewed for 

conformance to best practice throughout the ADDIE elements.” [Hodell, 

2006] 

 

 

Donald Kirkpatrick [1959] introduced a model for evaluating training programs. It is based on 

four levels (Figure 4.13) and most widely accepted by training developers [Lawson, 2009].  

 

 

 

  What Who When How Why 

Level 1 Reaction: Did 
they like it? 

Participants End of 
program 

"Smile 
sheet" 

Determine level of 
customer satisfaction; 
may indicate need for 
revision 

Level 2 Learning: What 
knowledge or 
skills did they 
retain? 

Participants; 
trainer 

During, 
before/after 
program 

Pre-
test/post-
test; skills 
application 
through role 
plays, case 
studies, 
exercises 

Identify whether trainer 
has been successful in 
delivery of course 
content and achieving 
program objectives 

Level 3 Behavior: How 
are they 
performing 
differently? 

Participants; 
bosses; 
subordinates; 
peers 

3 to 6 months 
after program 
completion 

Surveys; 
interviews; 
observation; 
performance 
appraisal 

Determine extent to 
which participants have 
transferred what they 
learned in the session to 
the actual work situation 

Level 4 Results: What 
is the impact on 
the bottom line? 

Participants; 
control group 

After 
completion of 
Level 3 
follow-up 

Cost/benefit 
analysis; 
tracking; 
operational 
data 

Determine whether 
benefits outweigh costs; 
ascertain degree of 
contribution of program 
to organizational goals 

Figure 4.13.: Four level model for trainings evaluation [Lawson, 2009] 

 

Level 1: Reaction 

 

Even thou level 1 evaluation focuses on the training participant satisfaction, it is an important 

step in determining the success of a training program. The reaction from the participants can 

help to improve the quality of the training program. This feedback would go into the all 

phases of the course design in the context of ADDIE. 

 

In this trainings concept the Level 1 data is collected in the last lesson “Reflection of the 

learned content” via a feedback form.  
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Level 1 evaluation has the following constrains: 

 

• it does not measure learning or the ability to apply learning on the job 

• it also cannot measure changes in attitudes or beliefs 

• because it deals only with participants' perceptions and reactions, a Level 1 

instrument can in no way measure organizational impact 

• participants cannot measure the trainer's knowledge  

 

 

 Level 2: Learning 

  

In level 2 of the evaluation model it is examined what the participants have actually learned 

in the training. It is relatively easy to determine what knowledge and skills the course 

participant acquired in the lessons than to find the ways in which the training changed their 

opinions, values and beliefs. [Lawson, 2009] 

 

In the training concept level 2 evaluation is applied in “Analysis of the Role Play”, the voting 

part of “The Fax Experiment” and “The SE quiz”. 

 

In the “Analysis of the Role Play” the participants level of new knowledge is reflected in the 

posters that they are asked to make. 

 

In the voting part of “The Fax Experiment” lesson the number of people who votes for the 

correct way to handle the fax are indicating the level of knowledge. 

 

The “SE quiz” clearly shows the level of the learned knowledge in the right answers of the 

multiple choice test. 

 

Level 3:  Behavior 

 

This level of evaluation deals with the long term effect of trainings. The time scope is 3 to 6 

months. 

 

“Although both managers and training professionals agree that the 

success of a training program is determined by what the participants do 
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with the information or skills back on the job, these results are often 

ignored. Level 3 evaluation is both time-consuming and costly. It also 

requires good organizational and follow-up skills and processes.” 

[Lawson, 2009] 

 

To ensure a change of the behavior of the participants the “Information Security Staff 

Member of the month” program introduced in lesson “Company specific Policies and 

procedures” seems to be the right tool for that. This is also mentioned in the NIST 

recommendation [NISTa, 2008].  

 

 

Level 4: Results 

 

The level 4 of the evaluation model determines the impact of the training on the company. In 

this case if SE attacks are prevented. This could be achieved by looking into to the figures of 

reported IT security incidences. In many lessons of the trainings concept the employee has 

been motivated to report any SE attack. If reported correctly the management of the 

company in which the training has been conducted has an idea of the threat and how the 

employees use their new knowledge to handle it.  

 

 

 

4.3. Summary 

The trainings concept has been applied on a fictive Biomedical research company. This was 

necessary to make it more visual and give practical examples. But it is important to 

understand that this is just a concept that consists of certain key elements. These key 

elements, e.g. the role play, can be easily modified to fit any other real life scenario to 

develop training against SE attacks.  

 

Figure 4.14 shows the summary of the lessons and their function in the three pillar strategy.  
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Lesson Name 

Awarness 
about "Simple 
Cues" 

Greater Ability to 
process 
Information 

Higher Motivation 
to process 
Information more 
carefully 

Video “SE Attacks”        
Introduction to Cyber Crime and SE       
SE attack role play        
Presentation of Posters       
Awareness about “Simple Cues”       
Technical Knowledge: Email, Fax, 
Chat, Internet       
Technical Knowledge: Exercise       
Company specific Policies and 
procedures       
The Fax experiment       
SE-Quiz       
Tools and techniques to prevent SE 
attacks       

Figure 4.14.: Lesson Summary with details on prevention function 
 

4.4. Ongoing Awareness 

 
Kevin Mitnick [2002] proposes an ongoing awareness program to keep skills and knowledge 

of the employees vital: 

 

 

“Most people are aware that learning, even about important matters, 

tends to fade unless reinforced periodically. Because of the importance of 

keeping employees up to speed on the subject of defending against social 

engineering attacks, an ongoing awareness program is vital.” [Mitnick, 

2002] 

 

 

Mitnick [2002] mentions that one method to keep security at the forefront is to make people 

responsible for Information Security. This would encourage employees to recognize their 

crucial role in the overall security of the company.  
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An success full ongoing awareness program has to be creative and has to use multiple 

channels for communicating security messages [Mitnick, 2002]. The list below shows gives 

possibilities for an ongoing awareness program: 

 

• Including informational items in the company newsletter: articles, boxed reminders 

(preferably short, attention-getting items), or cartoons, for example. 

 

• Posting a picture of the Security Employee of the Month. 

 

• Hanging posters in employee areas. 

 

• Posting bulletin-board notices. 

 

• Providing printed enclosures in paycheck envelopes. 

 

• Sending email reminders. 

 

• Using security-related screen savers. 

 

• Broadcasting security reminder announcements through the voice mail system. 

 

• Printing phone stickers with messages such as "Is your caller who he says he is?" 

 

• Setting up reminder messages to appear on the computer when logging in, such as 

"If you are sending confidential information in an email, encrypt it." 

 

• Including security awareness as a standard item on employee performance reports 

and annual reviews. 

 

• Providing security awareness reminders on the intranet, perhaps using cartoons or 

humor, or in some other way enticing employees to read them. 

 

• Using an electronic message display board in the cafeteria, with a frequently 

changing security reminder. 
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• Distributing flyers or brochures. 

 

• And think gimmicks, such as free fortune cookies in the cafeteria, each containing a 

security reminder instead of a fortune. 

 

 

The point “Security Employee of the Month” has been already embedded in the trainings 

concept. Sample Posters on Information Security Awareness are shown in the Appendix. 
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5. Prevention Success Parameters 

In order to make training program more successful there are certain parameters that have to 

be taken into consideration. These parameters provide the environment in which the training 

should be nested to give a maximum protection against SE attacks in the context of Cyber 

Crime. 

 
Hansche  et al. [2004] categorize IT Security protection mechanism into three protection 

types: 

 

• Physical Security 

• Technical- Security 

• Administrative Security 

 

Furthermore Hansche et al. [2004] emphasizing that an adequately protection of Information 

Security assets, especially in case of a SE attack, the combination of all three parameters is 

required. 

 

Physical Security 

 

Physical Security covers the real access to devices, such as servers, or buildings. It deals 

with keys, locks, alarms, and guards and refers to the protection of assets from damage, and 

from unstable environmental conditions such as electrical, temperature, humidity and other 

related problems. It is a vital component in most Information Security solutions. 

In regards to SE attacks the importance lies on the protection against internal and external 

intruders. [Hansche et al., 2004] This could be achieved by the usage of biometrics access 

control.  

 

Physical Security should also take care of access to the waste of the company in order to 

prevent the “dumpster diving” information gathering technique discussed in chapter “Cyber 

Crime Aspects”. 
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Technical Security 

 

This parameter covers security measures that employ a technical solution to protect the 

information assets. Examples include firewall systems, access control systems, Network 

Intrusion Detection Systems. Technical measures are very effective but they rely on the 

human element to control it. [Hansche et al., 2004]   

 

In the context of the SE attack prevention, technical security controls can help to identify the 

caller or the sender of an email by providing the user with programs to do so. In terms of 

Email security, companies can set up their Email server systems to filter as much as possible 

of spam mails.  

 

Administrative Security 

 

Administrative Security involve IT Security policies, procedures and guidelines. Training 

programs are also under Administrative Security. But it covers the human resource 

management part, such as the background check for new employees and termination 

processes. [Hansche et al., 2004]   

 

To prevent SE attacks an effective countermeasure is to have very good, established 

Information Security policies and effective user trainings programs. The training program part 

has been covered in this thesis. On the Information Security policy part it is important to 

mention that it requires the leadership, commitment, and active participation of the top-level 

management.  

 

“Critical Information Security strategies rely primarily on the appropriate and 

expected conduct on the part of personnel, and secondly on the use of 

technological on the use of technological solutions. This is why it is critical, for 

all Information Security programs, to address the threat of Social 

Engineering.” [Hansche et al., 2004]   
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6. Conclusion 

Information Technology (IT) has changed the way people are communicating. These new 

communication is still rapidly growing and it has a great influence on how people live.  

One thing that does not change that rapidly in the way the technology is changing is the way 

people are thinking.  

Taking this into consideration, that the same techniques used to commit crime without the 

help of IT are nowadays taken into the cyber space, the internet, and people are more 

vulnerable to it. The reason is that their ways to prove authenticity or trustworthiness of the 

other side do not work in these new communication channels. People cannot apply their 

knowledge gained over thousand of years to judge on the content of the message nor the 

messenger. 

 

Social Engineering exploits this vulnerability and this Master Thesis is just a start to make 

people more aware of the threats that come along with use of IT.  

 

Note from the Author: In the opinion of the Author this Master Thesis is just the beginning 

that carries the hope of continuation and refinement in it.   
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7. Appendix 

7.1. Information Awareness Poster examples 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6.1.:  Information Security Poster from NISTb [2003] on Email Security 
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Figure 6.2.: Information Security Poster from NISTb [2003]  on Reporting Problems 
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